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Abstract

Distributed synchronization is necessary to coordinate the diverse activities of a distributed
system� Priority synchronization is needed for real time systems� or to improve the performance
of critical tasks� We present a distributed priority lock that uses Li and Hudak�s path compres�
sion methods to achieve a theoretical O�logn� messages per critical section request� where n is
the number of processors� In addition� our algorithm requires only O�logn� bits of storage per
processor� by making use of distributed lists� We present performance results to show that the
expected message complexity of the algorithm is indeed O�logn� per critical section request�
The low storage and overhead requirements of the algorithm make it scalable and practical for
implementation� In addition to its use in synchronization� our algorithm has applications to
distributed shared virtual memory consistency with novel check�in�check�out semantics�

� Introduction

Distributed synchronization is an important activity that is required to coordinate access to shared

resources in a distributed system� A set of n processors synchronize their access to a shared resource

by requesting an exclusive privilege to access the resource� The privilege is often represented as a

token� Real time systems� or systems that have critical tasks that must execute quickly for good

performance� need prioritized synchronization� In priority synchronization� every request for the

token has a priority attached� When the token holder releases the token� it should be given to the

processor with the highest priority request�

The processes synchronize by sending and interpreting messages according to a synchronization

protocol� We assume that every message that is sent is eventually received� but that messages can

be received out of order�

In this paper� we present a distributed priority synchronization algorithm that requires O�logn�

bits of storage per processor �the O�logn� bits are required to store the names of O��� processors��

The algorithm uses the path compression technique of Li and Hudak ���� to obtain a theoretical

O�logn� messages per request� Our performance results show that O�logn� messages are required
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in practice� The low space and message passing overhead make it scalable and practical for imple	

mentation�

Considerable attention has been paid to the problem of distributed synchronization� Lamport

��
� proposes a timestamp	based distributed synchronization algorithm� A processor broadcasts its

request for the token to all of the other processors� which reply with a permission� A processor

implicitly receives the token when it receives permissions from all other processors� Ricart and

Agrawala ���� and Carvalho and Roucairol ��� improve on Lamports algorithm by reducing the

message passing overhead� However� all of these algorithms require O�n� messages per request�

Thomas ���� introduces the idea of quorum consensus for distributed synchronization� When a

processor requests the token� it sends a vote request to all of the other processors in the system�

A processor will vote for the critical section entry of at most one processor at a time� When a

processor receives a majority of the votes� it implicitly receives the token� The number of votes

that are required to obtain the token can be reduced by observing that the only requirement for

mutual exclusion is that any pair of processors require a vote from the same processor� Maekawa

���� presents an algorithm that requires O�
p
n� messages per request and O�

p
n logn� space per

processor� Kumar ��� presents the hierarchical quorum consensus protocol� which requires O�n����

votes for consensus� but is more fault tolerant than Maekawas algorithm�

Li and Hudak ���� present a distributed synchronization algorithm to enforce coherence in a

distributed shared virtual memory �DSVM� system� In DSVM� a page of memory in a processor is

treated as a cached version of a globally shared memory page� Typical cache coherence algorithms

require a home site for the shared page� which tracks the positions of the copies of the page� The

�distributed dynamic algorithm of Li and Hudak removes the need for a �xed reference point that

will locate a shared page� Instead� every processor associates a pointer with each globally shared

page� This pointer is a guess about the current location of the page� When the system is quiescent�

the pointers form a tree that is rooted at the current page owner�

When a processor faults on a non	resident page� it sends a request to the pointed	to processor�

Eventually� the page is returned and the faulting process unblocks� The request for the page follows

the chain of pointers until it reaches a processor that owns the page �or will own the page shortly��

If a processor owns a page and receives a request for it� the processor services the request by

returning the page and setting its pointer to the new page owner� If a processor is requesting a

page and receives a request for the page� the request is blocked until the processor receives and

uses the page� If a processor receives a request for a page� and neither owns nor is requesting the

page� the processor forwards the request and changes its pointer to the requestor �who will soon

own the page��

Though a request for a page might make n � � hops to �nd the owner� the path compression

that occurs while the hops are being made guarantees that a sequence of K requests for the page
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requires only O�n�K logn� messages� However� the blocking that the algorithm requires incurs a

O�n� space overhead� to store the identities of the blocked requests�

Raymond ���� has proposed a simple synchronization algorithm that can be con�gured to require

O�logn� storage per processor and O�logn� messages per critical section request� The algorithm

organizes the participating processors in a �xed tree� The execution of the algorithm is similar

to that of the Li and Hudak algorithm� Woo and Newman	Wolfe ���� use a �xed tree based on a

Hu�man code� Because the tree is �xed� however� it does not adapt to the pattern of requests in the

system� Often� only a small population of the processors make requests for the token� Processors

that do not request the token should not be required to take part in the synchronization� Li and

Hudak show that their path compression algorithm requires O�n � K log q� messages if only q of

the n processors use the page�

Some work has been done to develop prioritized critical section algorithms� Goscinski ��� has

proposed a fully distributed priority synchronization algorithm� However� this algorithm requires

O�n logn� storage per processor and O�n� messages per critical section request� Recent work on

multiprocessor priority synchronization algorithms has focused on contention	free algorithms� with

algorithms proposed by Markatos and LeBlanc ����� Craig ���� and Johnson and Harathi ����

Our priority synchronization algorithm uses the path compression technique of Li and Hudak

to achieve low message passing overhead� To avoid the O�n� storage cost of blocking� the algorithm

uses distributed lists to block process externally instead of internally�

Some work has been done on distributed lists� primarily in the context of directory	based cache

coherence algorithms� For example� the Scalable Coherent Interface �SCI� ��� uses a distributed

queue to chain together all of the processors that are requesting access to a memory block� The

algorithm is greatly simpli�ed because the pointer to the head of the list is stored in a standard

place �the home memory block�� Translated to a distributed algorithm� the SCI algorithm requires

a manager at a �xed site to remember the head of the list� In a path compression algorithm� no

such �xed	site manager is available� We note that Li and Hudak found that their path compression

algorithm had far superior performance to algorithms that required �xed site managers� A shared

memory synchronization algorithm that is quite similar in nature to the SCI algorithm is the

contention	free lock of Mellor	Crummey and Scott ����� The recent contention	free priority locks

are based on the Mellor	Crummey and Scott lock�

The contribution of this paper is to present a practical distributed priority synchronization

algorithm that requires only O�logn� storage per processor and O�logn� message per synchroniza	

tion request� where n is the number of processors� To obtain this performance� we make a novel

use of distributed lists to transfer the burden of remembering which processes are blocked to the

blocked processes themselves� Previous �non	prioritized� distributed synchronization algorithms

that achieve O�logn� messages per synchronization request and O�logn� bits of storage per proces	
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sor require action on the part of processes that are not involved in the synchronization� Previous

dynamic path compression algorithms require O�n� storage� In DSVM algorithms� the owner of a

page releases it very quickly� so little blocking occurs and the large potential storage overhead is

not considered a problem� New DSVM algorithms use check	in�check	out semantics ��� and block	

ing might become signi�cant� Furthermore� the techniques described in this paper can be used

to support DSVM e�ciently with novel sharing semantics� Thus� the techniques described in this

work can be adapted to improve non	prioritized distributed synchronization also�

� Basic Design

Our starting point is the path compression by Li and Hudak� Translated to distributed synchro	

nization� their algorithm works as follows� Every process has a pointer� currentdir that initially

points in the direction of the current token holder� When processor A decides that it needs the

token� it sends a request to the processor indicated by currentdir� If a processor that neither holds

nor is requesting the token receives the request from A� it forwards the request to the processor

indicated by its version of currentdir and then sets currentdir to A� If a processor that holds or

is requesting the token� receives As request� stores the request and takes no further action� This

process is illustrated in Figure �� When a processor releases the token� it checks to see if there are

any blocked requests� If so� the processor sends the token to one of the requestors� sets its version

of currentdir to the new requestor� and unblocks any remaining blocked requests� If there are no

blocked requests� the processor holds the token until a request arrives� and sends the token to the

requestor �with a corresponding update to currentdir�

In a non	prioritized lock� it is permissible to block a request at a process that is requesting the

token because the blocker should get the token �rst anyway� In priority synchronization� every

request has a priority attached� The blocked request might have a higher priority than the blocker�

So� a process must be able to �nd the set of all current requestors to register its request�

Thus� all requesting processes must know about each other� Since we are allowed only O�logn�

storage� the processes can only use pointers to form lists� In this algorithm we make the requesting

processes form a waiting ring� All processes point to the next lower priority process� except for the

lowest priority process which points to the highest priority process� Thus� in addition to knowing

the identity of your successor� a task in the waiting ring also knows the priority of its successors

request� The token holder must be able to release the token into the waiting ring� so it points to a

process in this ring� The processes that are not requesting the token might make a request� so they

also lie on paths that point to the ring� The structure of the synchronization is shown in Figure ��

The algorithm executes as a distributed protocol� When a process decides to ask for the token�

it sends its request to the processor indicated by its forwarding pointer� Eventually� the processor

will receive the token and enter the critical section� A processor will receive unsolicited messages�
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Figure �� Execution of Li and Hudaks path compression synchronization�

and will treat them as events to be handled� Event handling will in general cause a change to the

local state variables and often cause messages to be sent� A picture of the processor architecture is

shown in Figure �� The unprocessed events are stored in a pending event queue� As will become

clear� there are times when a processor cannot correctly process an event in the event queue� Since

we want for the algorithm to use O�logn� storage� we can block the processing of only a �nite

number of events at any time�

To simplify the presentation� we assume that all priorities are unique� Non	unique priorities can

be made unique by attaching a timestamp� In addition� the algorithm can be modi�ed to handle

non	unique priorities directly�

The processors handle two classes of events� those related to requesting the token� and those

related to releasing the token� Although these activities have some subtle interactions� we initially

describe them separately�

��� Requesting the Token

Each processor p that is not holding or requesting the token stores a guess about the identity of

the token holder in the local variable currentdir� Note that each processor has its own version of

currentdir�

When a processor decides that it needs to use the token� it sends a Token	Request to the
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Figure �� Structure of the distributed priority synchronization�

processor indicated by currentdir �if the processor already has the token� the processor can use it

directly�� When a processor that neither holds nor is requesting the token receives a Token	Request

message� it forwards the request to the processor indicated by currentdir� After receiving the

message� the processor knows that the requestor will soon have the token� so the processor changes

currentdir to point to the requesting processor� This will continue until the Token	Request

message reaches the token holder or a process that is in the waiting ring�

When a Token	Request message reaches a process� P � in the waiting ring� the correct position

in the ring must be found for the requestor� If the requestors priority is between that of P and P s

successor� or if P is the lowest priority process in the ring and the requestors priority is lower than

P s or greater than P s successor� then the requestor should follow P � P changes its ring pointer

�we can re	use currentdir� to point to the requestor� and sends the requestor a Request	Done

message� indicating the requestors successor in the ring� When the requestor receives the Request	

Done message� it sets its value of currentdir to its successor in the waiting ring� Otherwise� P

sends the Token	Request message to its successor in the ring�

If a Token	Request message arrives at the token holder and the token holder is not using the

token� the token holder replies to the requestor with the token� If the Token holder is using the

token� then there might or might not be a waiting ring� If the waiting ring exists� the message is

forwarded into the waiting ring� Otherwise� the token holder replies with a Request	Done message
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Figure �� Architecture of the protocol�

indicating that the requestor is the only process in the waiting ring�

��� Releasing the Token

If there are no processors waiting to acquire the token� the token holder sets an internal �ag to

indicate that token is available� Otherwise� the token holder releases the token into the waiting

ring� When a processor receives the token� it cannot immediately use the token� since the processor

does not know if it is the highest priority processor� Instead� the processor passes the token to

its successor� The lowest priority process knows that it is the lowest priority process �because

its successor has a higher priority� and therefore that its successor is the highest priority process�

Thus� the lowest priority process marks the token before passing it to its successor� When a process

receives a marked token� it accepts the token and enters the critical section�

After new token holder accepts the token� the waiting ring structure must be repaired� The

token holder sends the address of its successor to its predecessor �the process that forwarded the

token�� which updates its currentdir pointer� Exceptions occur if the new token holder was alone

in the waiting ring� or if the previous token holder released the token directly to the new token

holder�

If we require a processes in the waiting ring to point to the processor with the next higher priority

request� it is the highest priority process that knows its status� However� the ring still needs to be
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repaired� and the token holder still needs to update the currentdir pointer in its predecessor� In

general� �nding the predecessor would require a circut of the waiting ring� incurring a high message

cost�

� Implementation Details

The essential operation of the algorithm is as described in the previous section� However� there

are a number of details that must be addressed to ensure the correct execution of the algorithm�

The complications occur primarily because of two concerns� out	of	order messages and the O�logn�

storage requirement�

��� Out of Order Messages

Out of order messages occur when a message arrives that was not expected� Usually� the problem

is due to non	causal message delivery� That is� processor A sends message m� to processor B� then

sends message m� to processor C� Processor C receives m� and sends m� to B� At B� message

m� arrives before message m�� For example� a requesting processor can be given the token before

being told that it is part of the waiting ring� This problem usually occurs when a new processor

is admitted to the waiting ring� If A has successor B in the waiting ring� then admits C into the

ring as its new successor� the �rst message from C to B might arrive before the last message from

A to B� In our example� the last message from A to B tells B that it is in the waiting ring� and

the �rst message from C to B is the token� Considerable work has been done on implementing

causal communications ���� but this work requires that all messages are broadcast� which in general

requires O�n� messages�

The messages that need to be processed in order involve waiting a processors participation in

waiting ring maintenance� The out of order reception can be detected �i�e�� you are given the token

before entering the waiting ring�� and the processing of the too	early message can be blocked until

the appropriate predecessor message arrives� There can be only O��� messages that can arrive too

early� so delaying their processing does not impose too large a space requirement� Because the

protocol must handle non	causal messages� it also correctly handles messages from a processor that

are delivered out of order�

��� No Blocking

There are many occasions when a processor� A� cannot correctly process a message that has arrived

�as discussed above�� If the unexpected message involves As state� then the message processing

can be safely blocked because there can be only O��� such messages� However� the message might

be a request from a di�erent processor� B� Since many processors might send their request to A�

processor A must be able to process these requests immediately�
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In the algorithm by Li and Hudak� a processor blocks requests from other processors when

it holds the token or is requesting the token� In our algorithm� the token holder does not block

requests� instead it tells the requestors to form a waiting ring� Once a requesting processor joins

the waiting ring� it helps the new requests to also join the waiting ring� However� during the time

that a processor� A� requests the token and joins the waiting ring� it cannot handle requests from

other processors� The problem is that during this time� As forwarding pointer curentdir does not

have a signi�cant meaning� Handling the requests of others will cause cycles among the non	ring

processors�

Since processor A cannot handle foreign requests and cannot block these requests internally�

processor A will block them externally� During the time that processor A is requesting the token

but has not yet been told that it is in the waiting ring� processor A will respond to token requests

by linking them into a blocking list� The blocking list is managed as a LIFO� When a request

arrives� Processor A responds with a Block message� with the address of the previous head of the

blocking list �or a null pointer if the list is empty�� When processor A joins the waiting ring� it

sends an Unblock message to the head of the blocking list� The Unblock message is relayed down

the chain of blocked processors� After unblocking� the processors resubmit their requests to A�

��� Miscellaneous

When a processor accepts the token� it sends a message out to repair the ring� The ring must be

repaired before the token can be released back into the ring� Therefore� when the ring is repaired

an acknowledgement is sent to the token holder� The token holder blocks its release of the token

until the acknowledgement that the ring is repaired has been received�

When a processor is in the waiting ring� it does not block new processors from entering the

ring� In particular� the lowest priority processor will admit new processors into the ring during

the time between sending a marked token to the highest process and receiving a request to repair

the ring� Only the processor that points to the token holder can repair the ring� so the request is

passed along in the waiting ring until it reaches a processor that points to the token holder� This

processor repairs the ring and sends an acknowledgement to the token holder�

� The Algorithm

In this section we present the code for the algorithm that we have described in the previous two

sections�

The protocol uses the following variables�

Boolean tokenhldr True i�� the processor holds the token

Boolean incs True i�� the processor is using the token
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Boolean in ring True i�� the processor knows it is in the waiting ring�

Boolean isrequesting True when the processor has made a token request but hasnt joined

the waiting ring�

Boolean changed acked True if the waiting ring has been repaired�

Boolean areblocking True if the processor is blocking token requests�

Boolean areblocked True if you are in a list of blocked requests�

Integer currentdir Direction of the successor processor�

Integer blocked dir Head of a list of blocked requestors�

Integer unblockdir Next blocked requestor�

Integer id Name of the processor �never changes��

Real priority The priority of the processors request�

Real linkpri Priority of the successors request�

The protocol is speci�ed by specifying how events are handled� We assume that each event is

handled atomically at the processor where it occurs� except where a speci�c condition for waiting

is speci�ed� A processor makes an event occur at a remote processor by sending a message� The

parameters of the send procedure are�

send�processor id� event� parameters for the event��

A message is sent to cause the speci�ed event to occur on the remote processor� and the event

is passed the parameters�

The protocol driver takes events o� of a queue and calls the appropriate routine to handle them�

The events may be due the the receipt of messages� or may be caused internally�

DPQ handler��
while���

get an event from the event queue
call the appropriate routine to process the event

When a processor needs to use the token� it generates a REQUEST TOKEN event� We note

here a particular use of the currentdir variable� If the processor holds the token and currentdir

points to the processor� then there is no waiting ring and hence no blocked processors� If currentdir

points to a remote processor� that processor is part of the waiting ring�

REQUEST TOKEN�request priority�
priority�request priority
if�tokenhldr� �� If you hold the token� use it�

incs�TRUE
change acked�TRUE �� The ring doesnt need repair�
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currentdir�id
in ring�FALSE

else
send�currentdir�RECEIVE RQST� id�priority�
isrequesting�TRUE

A processor enters the waiting ring when it receives a REQUEST DONE message� Later� the

processor will receive the token� Since the processor can handle token requests now� it will wake

up any blocked requests�

REQUEST DONE�successor�successor priority�
in ring�TRUE
currentdir�successor
link pri�successor priority
isrequesting�FALSE

if�areblocking� �� Wake up blocked requests� if any�
send�blocked dir�UNBLOCK� id�
areblocking�FALSE

Most of the work of the protocol is in the RECEIVE RQST event� which handles remote requests

to obtain the token� The handling of the event depends on the state of the processor �holding the

token� using the token� in the waiting ring� requesting but not in the waiting ring� not requesting��

Note that the protocol as written requires a processor to enter the waiting ring before receiving the

token� so two messages must be sent if the critical section is idle� This can be optimized by using

a single special message�

RECEIVE RQST�requestor�requestor pri�
if�tokenhldr and �incs� �� Send the token�

currentdir�requestor
send�requestor�REQUEST DONE� requestor�requestpri�id�TRUE�
send�requestor�TOKEN� id�FALSE�TRUE�
tokenhldr�id��FALSE

else if�tokenhldr and incs�
if�currentdir��id� �� No waiting ring� so create one�

linkpri�request pri
currentdir�requestor
send�requestor�REQUEST DONE� requestor�requestpri�id�TRUE�

else �� Waiting ring exists� so forward the request there�
send�currentdir�RECEIVE RQST� requestor�request pri�

else if�in ring�
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if�priority�link pri and priority��requestpri� �� new lowest priority processor
send�requestor�REQUEST DONE� currentdir�link pri�
currentdir�requestor
link pri�request pri

else if��request pri��priority and request pri�link pri� or
�priority�link pri and request pri�link pri�� �� found position in the ring

send�requestor�REQUEST DONE� currentdir�link pri�
currentdir�requestor
link pri�request pri

else �� Not the right position� so forward the request�
send�currentdir�RECEIVE RQST� requestor�request pri�

else �� Not token holder� not in waiting ring�
if��isrequesting� �� not requesting� so forward the request�

send�currentdir�RECEIVE RQST� requestor�request pri�
currentdir�requestor

else �� Cant forward the request� so block it�
if�areblocking� �� First blocked process�

send�requestor�BLOCK� blocked dir�FALSE�id�
else

send�requestor�BLOCK� NULL�TRUE�id�
areblocking�TRUE

blockeddir�id��requestor

When the token holder releases the token� it sends the token to the waiting ring� if it exists� If

no waiting ring exists� then currentdir will be pointing to the token holder�

RELEASE TOKEN��
wait until changed acked is TRUE

change acked�FALSE
incs�FALSE
if�currentdir��id� �� There is a blocked process�

send�currentdir�TOKEN� id�FALSE�FALSE�
tokenhldr�FALSE

This event unblocks the release of the token�

CHANGE ACK��
change acked�TRUE

The lowest priority process tags the token� When a processor receives the token� it accepts the

token only if the token is tagged� As an optimization� the process can accept the token if it is
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alone in the waiting ring� After accepting the token� the token holder points to the processor that

sent the token� which is likely to be the lowest priority processor in the waiting ring� Finally� the

waiting ring is repaired�

TOKEN�sender�tag�direct�
wait until in ring is TRUE

if�tag or currentdir��id�
tokenhldr�TRUE
incs�TRUE
if�currentdir��id� �� If you are alone� dont need to repair the ring�

change acked�TRUE
else

if��direct� �� If the token holder didnt send the token� the
sender is probably the lowest priority process�

currentdir�sender
send�currentdir�CHANGE LINK� id�currentdir�link pri�

in ring�FALSE
else

if�priority�link pri� �� lowest� so tag the token�
send�currentdir�TOKEN�id�TRUE�FALSE�

else
send�currentdir�TOKEN�id�FALSE�FALSE�

This event repairs the ring after a new process accepts the token�

CHANGE LINK�tokhldr�successor� succ pri�
wait until in ring is TRUE

if�currentdir��tokhldr�
currentdir�successor
link pri�succ pri
send�tokhldr�CHANGE ACK�

else
send�currentdir�CHANGE LINK� tokhldr�successor�succ pri�

A requesting processor blocks if its request is forwarded to another requesting processor that

has not yet joined the waiting ring� The blocked processors form a LIFO list� which removes the

need for O�n� storage per processor�

BLOCK�next blocked�islast�blocker�
unblock dir�next blocked
lastblocked�islast
currentdir�blocker
areblocked�TRUE
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When a requesting processor joins the waiting ring� it unblocks the head of the blocking list�

which unblocks its successor and so on�

UNBLOCK�unblocker�
wait until areblocked is TRUE

if��lastblocked� Relay the unblocking�
send�unblockdir�UNBLOCK� unblocker�

currentdir�id��unblocker
send�currentdir�RECEIVE RQST� id�priority� �� Resubmit your request�
isrequesting�TRUE
areblocked�FALSE

� Correctness

In this section� we give some intuitive arguments for the algorithms correctness� We loosely refer

to events as occurring at a point in �time� While global time does not exist in an asynchronous

distributed system� we can view the events in the system as being totally ordered using Lamport

timestamps ��
�� and view a point in time as being a consistent cut ����

We note that all processors that are not requesting the token lie on a path that leads a processor

that either holds or is requesting the token� This property can be seen by induction� We assume

the property holds initially �and this is required for correctness�� The property can change if a

processor modi�es its currentdir pointer� or if the processor it points to changes its state� A

processor that is not requesting the token will change its currentdir pointer if it relays a request�

But then� it points to the requesting processor� A non	requesting processor can also change its

pointer if it sends the token to another processor� but currentdir is set to the new token holder�

A processor can change its state from not requesting to requesting� but the property still holds�

Finally� a processor can change its state from holding the token to not	requesting� But� after

changing state the processor points to the new token holder or to a requesting processor�

The token is not lost because it is only released to processors in the waiting ring �and a processor

must enter the waiting ring before accepting the token�� The token is released to the highest priority

process in the waiting ring at the time that lowest priority process in the ring handles the token�

� Performance

To test the performance of the distributed priority lock� we wrote a simulation of the algorithm� The

simulation modeled a set of processed that communicate through message passing� The parameters

to the simulator are the number of processors� the message transit delay� the message processing

delay� the time between releasing the token and requesting it again �the inter	access time�� and the
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time that a token is held once acquired �the release delay�� All delays are exponentially distributed�

The priority of a request is an integer chosen uniformly randomly between � and �
�


�

We ran the simulator for varying numbers of processors and varying loads� where we de�ne the

load to be the product of the number of processors and the release delay divided by the inter access

time� For each run� we executed the simulation for �

�


 critical section entries� We collected

the number of hops a token request makes� and the number of hops that the token makes before it

is accepted by a new token holder�

Figure � shows the average number of hops that a request must make before the requesting

processor joins the waiting ring� If the load is less that one �so that the token experiences idle

time�� the number of request hops experiences a logarithmic growth �with a base of about ��� The

number of hops required to register a request is smaller if the load is � or larger than if the load

is less than �� This result is seems counter	intuitive� because the waiting ring becomes large when

the load is large� and might a request to make many hops� However� when the waiting ring is

large� there are usually many requests in it with a low priority� The lowest priority processor will

remain the lowest priority processor for a long period of time� After a processor releases the token�

it points to the lowest priority processor� When the processor submits a new request� it needs only

� hop for its request to reach the waiting ring� The request is likely to have a higher priority than

most of the requests in the waiting ring� Since the request arrives at the lowest priority processor�

it does not need to search through those requests�

Figure � shows the average number of hops that the token must make to move from the old

token holder to the new token holder� If the load is less than �� the token can often be released

directly to the requestor� If the load is � or greater� there is usually a waiting ring� Even though

the protocol can require that the token make many hops to reach the new token holder� these

cases rarely occur� This phenomenon is shown in Figure �� When the load is light� the token must

occasionally make an extra hop� However� this extra overhead is balanced by the occasions when

the token can be released directly to the requestor� When the load becomes large� the token rarely

needs to make an additional hop because the lowest priority processor is rarely replaced�

The synchronization algorithm occasionally requires that a processor delay its release of the

token� If this delay is a common occurrence� it can slow down system processing by increasing the

e�ective critical section time� Figure � shows that even when the critical section is short and the

load is high� token releases are blocked only �� of the time�

� Conclusion

We have presented an algorithm for prioritized distributed synchronization� The algorithm uses the

path compression technique of Li and Hudak for fast access and low message passing overhead� We

make a novel use of distributed lists to obtain a low storage overhead at each processor� TheO�logn�
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Figure �� Request overhead�

message passing overhead per request and the O�logn� bits of storage overhead per processor make

the algorithm scalable� We present simulation results that show the performance of the algorithm

is good in practice�

The techniques presented in this paper can be applied to additional synchronization structures�

such as non	prioritized locks� reader�writer locks� and barriers� In our future work� we will examine

these applications�
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